
WPOA BOARD OF DIRECTORS   August 8, 2022 - 7:00pm 
 

Board Present: Teresa Urbinati (TU) Susan Cutillo (SC), Joseph Juhasz (JJ),Doreen Oshinskie 
(DO), Terry Seltzer (TS), Ruth Sininsky (RS), Deborah Wagner (DW), David Stone (DS), 
Michael Clarke (MC).  
 

Community Present: Ruth Buchanan, Michael Purdy, Sarah Todd, Doris Shandell, 
Mark Harutunian, Josh Bain, Al Lenge, Tom Post, Tammy Rynn and Charity Barger.  
 

Meeting Called to Order - 7:00PM 
 

Quorum - established  
 

Opening Comments - No opening comments 
 

No Additions to the Agenda  
 

Item/ Issue        Action/Motion    
     
NEW BUSINESS 
 New Mailboxes - Charity noted a uniform 
mailbox system is being requested by the 
postmaster. we currently have:  
162 mailboxes, 235 houses, 59 are full-time.  
Suggestion: get boxes for all and see how that 
goes. Make it uniform or everyone gets a PO 
Box. The Postmaster made it clear that they will 
NOT continue with this disorderly system. Terry 
Moved that we take the “SHOEBOX -sized box 
as recommendation made by the postmaster. 
2nded by David. Joe said that residents should 
have the ability to have a mail box.  
THOUGHT: Simply communicate and ask the 
membership: do you want a box here or go and 
get your PO Box in Granville?  
Also: communicate that your CURRENT 
mailbox will need to be removed. If you don’t 
have a current mailbox you CAN add a box in 
the future. 
Board Votes: No opposition in the votes, no 
abstentions. we will communicate, and have a 
sign up at the membership meeting. Michael 
Clarke does object as he didn’t think we had 

Communicate to membership and offer a 
sign up at the August membership meeting. 
There is no metal mailbox that meets the 
requirements. $32 each. Letter to 
membership should include a date for the 
removal of current box.  
 

Deb: can the mailbox support work begin to 
be arranged so that the Postmaster knows 
we are moving forward? There will be NO 
GAPS between the boxes but labels can be 
moved as necessary. Boxes CAN be added 
in the future.  



enough time to research it.   Charity noted that 
this is the best option - there was NO metal box 
available as Michael asked about.  
 

Wildwood Common Property  
around Otter Pond 
At the last meeting, the Board voted to get an 
estimate for survey around some of the 
properties around Otter Pond.  
The homeowner’s property stops and becomes 
WPOA common property before the pond 
water. Some members have been using this 
property. WW must file for any work that is 
done close to the water. There would be a 
citation made against WPOA for not following 
the conservation regulations. Homeowners can 
still walk over the property to use the pond but 
cannot leave chairs and such on this land strip. 
CHARITY has 1 estimate of $4,500 dollars to 
survey this area that includes 10 properties. 
Charity has found 10-year old letters handling 
this issue. One homeowner has pins from a 
survey and this individual didn’t believe that 
WW should be spending the money to survey. 
RUTH: we tend to communicate individually 
with homeowners one-on one if any issues 
exist. JOE: the letter must be strongly worded 
to get this message across. TERESA: if 
homeowners need guidance for locating this 
property line, we would be happy to help. 
SUSAN: Living in this area I see people even 
this past week mowing and putting down white 
rocks and chairs in this community area. DEB: 
the letter needs to be very clear as to the legal 
risk that WW is in. MICHAEL:  
two of the properties have been violating this for 
8-10 years. We haven’t done anything strong 
enough in the past at Otter Pond Trail.  

 
NEW MOTION: Go forward with a letter 
that addresses the property demarcation, 
and provide an option to help owners find 
their pins. Nothing personal can stand on 
the property, no mowing and no continuing 
to use this common property it as their 
personal land. No opposed, no abstained. 
Motion carried.  

Wagon Wheel lights in Clubhouse - 
Replacement Options 
 

Charity will look for the best light option at 
the best price.  
Board members weighed on the side of 
getting the fixtures that provided the 
brightest light for the best price.  

Disposition of Open Forum Items 
Ruth B: Otter Pond- History of why WW owns 
the property close to the pond. Jack G wanted 

 



all to be able to access the pond. Since 1973 
I’ve seen folks using this property. Bill McKay 
would talk to people. Tom Post: Street Signs 
are in, the one-way signs are also in. Rear gate: 
“we’re waiting for the power company.” Mark H: 
It was my situation that got the mail box 
conversation going. As for Otter Pond: I 
suggest that we take photographs of how it 
looks NOW so we can document time/date as 
to how Otter Pond looks!  
 

 Vote to go into Executive Session: No opposition/abstentions for the executive session.  
at 7:53 Executive Session: Violation/Legal Issue  
 

MOTION TO COME OUT OF Executive Session at 8:21 
 
Motion to adjourn the meeting at 8:21PM  
 

 


